Terms of use
Tennis courts
1. Match times
The tennis courts can be used at the times stated in the sports program or on the website (www.sport.uni-bonn.de). The closed times to maintain the courts and hold tennis lessons by the University Sports are to be observed.

The University Sports reserves the right to close the tennis facilities at short notice due to the weather or for extraordinary measures and events – this includes the dates for the Dies Academicus tennis tournament.

2. Verification of authorization to play
Playing on the courts is permitted either with a valid Sportkarte Tennis or with a valid individual booking (only courts 1, 2 and 7).

The Sportkarte Tennis is valid for the booked period (lecture period, season or lecture-free period). It is not permitted to transfer the Sportkarte Tennis to another person. The Sportkarte Tennis is to be presented to the staff at the University Sports facility on request. It is only valid in conjunction with current ID as authorization to participate in the University Sports at the University of Bonn. All match partners must be entitled to participate in the University Sports at the University of Bonn and be in possession of a valid Sportkarte Tennis.

The individual booking is valid for one hour (start of a full hour) on the booked court (court 1, 2 or 7). It is not permitted to transfer the individual booking to another person. The individual booking is to be presented to the staff at the University Sports facility on request. It is only valid in conjunction with current ID as authorization to participate in the University Sports at the University of Bonn. All match partners must be entitled to participate in the University Sports at the University of Bonn.

3. Reservation of the courts
A court is reserved by affixing a valid printed Sportkarte Tennis or individual booking in the area provided for this (time) on the court reservation board. The reservation is made in each case for one hour, at the start of a full hour. The court is to be vacated after the end of a reserved hour.

It is permitted to affix a Sportkarte Tennis or individual booking to the court reservation board a maximum of 45 minutes before the start of the reservation time.

On courts 1, 2 and 7, reservation with an individual booking takes precedence over reservation with a Sportkarte Tennis.

If a reservation is not claimed, entitlement to play is withdrawn 15 minutes after the start of the hour.

The closed times to maintain the courts and hold tennis lessons by University Sport are marked on the court reservation board.
4. Use of the courts
To prevent damage to the courts, these may only be played on while wearing suitable tennis shoes. Every user is to clean the entire tennis court with a broom and sweep the lines at the end of the hour. This maintenance work must be performed within the booked playing time.

5. General information
When using the courts, the University Sports house rules in conjunction with the tennis court rules are binding. The orders of the staff at the University Sports facility are to be followed.